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Popular brands appearing next to Voter Fraud disinformation
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on sites spreading Voter Fraud disinformation.

Conspiracy theories include:

- Joe Biden is Buying Votes
- Globalist Elite Vote Rigging
- Too Many “Illegals” Voting
- Prepare for Violence Due To Election
Popular brands funding these stories:

EVERLANE

Amazon

Prime Student

TD Bank

Progressive

Agoda

Lendingtree

NYU School of Professional Studies

SimilarWeb

Wegmans
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:
Prime Student ad delivered by Amazon
"This Is Real... There's Going To Be A F**king War In November" - Dem Operative Admits Voter Fraud

by Tyler Durden
Mon, 08/31/2020 - 17:45

An anonymous Democratic operative admitted to the New York Post his role in committing voter fraud for decades and says it should concern Americans in the upcoming November election, according to a New York Post exclusive.
Warning: Democrat Data Firm Says Trump Landslide Likely on Election Day - But Will Be Flipped to Biden by Mail-In Votes Emerging a Week After Election
NeverTrump ‘Conservatives’ Have Incited Political Violence

These turncoats are as much to blame for the current climate as the news media or the Democratic Party.

By Julie Kelly • August 31, 2020
The Last Refuge

Explosive Developments In Mississippi – Cochran Campaign Manager and Staffer Busted in Illegal “Vote Buying” Operation....

Posted on June 30, 2014 by sundance

https://cat.da.us.criteo.com/delivery/c.php?u=3&cp=2x8sXEKzH19D0HFnM/foxxKD3W5ncmooQMdWMP0a9w9wJr9cswu1uVRAXKYUfJ986jQrngxJTYRpgv8MdPHzlioZ-Z08ncNhWwCkRSCFWOGBgcdYwrT-iVumxB1...
Five Indicted For Voter Fraud in Illinois During 2016 Election

I thought liberals said President Trump’s claims of voter fraud were rare or don’t exist? Well, a unicorn must have been found in Illinois, because the State’s Attorney office just indicted some people for — you guessed it — voter fraud.

Five people have been indicted in Lake County, Ill. — a county North of Chicago — for illegally voting in the 2016 general election.

The five indictments include three cases of illegal immigrants voting along with two cases of people “voting more than once.”

According to the Lake County News-Sun, the following people have been indicted:

- Rodriguez
- Flores
- Moroles
- Alvarez
- Mejia

https://www.amazon.com/adprefs
Academic Elitists Have Invented A New Way To Rig Voting In The Future

May 24, 2019 by IWB

The founders sought to solve the problem of regional manipulation in Presidential elections through the Electoral College, which assigned “points” (electoral college votes) to each state according to population levels. This turned voting for presidents into a kind of game, whereby candidates could use strategy to campaign in certain states to effectively secure more points than their opponents. It removed the dominance of major population centers as a factor and made it possible for rural voters to gain an upper hand over metropolitan voters.
Harry’s Razors ad delivered by Google
Report: Michelle Obama Launches Plan to Use COVID-19 to Push “Vote-By-Mail”

This woman has her meathooks in everything.
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Wegmans ad delivered by Google
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